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PORTAL LIGHT OWNER’S MANUAL

1. Have your client stand on the side of the chair and grasp the chair 
frame just above the chest pad for support.

2. Have the client straddle the seat and place their far knee on the 
knee pad. 

3. Your client can then gradually begin to sit down. Once seated, the 
client can put their other knee on the knee pad.

4. You can then make the adjustments to the face and arm rests for 
proper client comfort and positioning.

1. Holding folded chair as shown, move the horizontal bar down & 
insert the bar into locking arm. (Fig. 1 & 2)

2. Wrap Velcro® around inserted bar to insure locking. (Fig. 3)
3. Loosen face rest knobs and insert face rest platform arms into the 

tubes on the back of the chest pad plate. (Fig. 4 & 5)

SETTING UP YOUR MASSAGE CHAIR
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1) Move horizontal  
    bar down

HELPING YOUR CLIENT ONTO THE CHAIR

2. Adjustment for optimal client comfort
 A. Release the CamLocks and knobs on the face rest (photo 4 & 6)
 B. Have your client lean forward into the chest pad, letting  
  the chair support their weight. 
 C. Ask your client to hold onto the face rest and to pull the  
  face rest toward them until their forehead rests comfortably  
  on the pad. 
 D. Lock the CamLocks and tighten the knobs securely.  
  Do not over tighten the knobs - too much force may  
  cause stripping. 

FACE REST ADJUSTMENTS FOR OPTIMAL CLIENT COMFORT

1. General Adjustment Information 
 A.  Oakworks QuickLock™ face rest has virtually unlimited   
  positioning options. Vertical adjustment is achieved by  
  loosening the knobs, raising or lowering the face rest & then  
  tightening the knobs (photo 4 & 5). Angle adjustments are  
  achieved by unlocking the CamLocks & moving the face  
  rest. (Fig. 6 & 7)
 B.  The locking cams on the face rest can be easily reversed  
  to the other side of the chair if desired. Loosen the knobs,  
  remove the face rest, reverse the rods & re-insert into the  
  tubes. Tighten the knobs. (Fig. 4 & 5)

2) Insert bar into arm

3) Wrap Velcro® to secure

6) CamLock™ 7) Face rest positioning

4) Face rest knob 5) Vertical adjustments
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1. You will need to lift or lower the arm rest until your client’s fore-
arms rest comfortably on the pad and his/her shoulders are 
relaxed. 

2. To lower the arm rest, lift the buckle and extend the strap. (Fig. 8)
3. To raise the arm rest, pull on the strap. (Fig. 9)

ARM REST ADJUSTMENTS
• Note: The arm rest is designed to support the weight of your cli-

ent’s forearms. Do not allow your clients to push against the arm 
rest to lift themselves out of the chair. The arm rest will not sup-
port your client’s full weight.

1. Unlock Velcro® from around the inserted bar and remove bar from 
locking arm. (Fig. 13 & 14)

2. Raise pivot section and push up on arm rest. (Fig. 15).  
Tighten arm rest strap.

3. Remove face rest crescent, loosen the face rest knobs & CamLocks, 
raise the face rest & fold forward over chest pad. Replace crescent. 
Tighten knobs and CamLocks. (Fig. 16)

FOLDING YOUR MASSAGE CHAIR

8) Lengthen Strap 9) Tighten Strap

15) Fold up the chair14) Remove Bar

13) Unwrap Velcro®

17) D-Ring16) Fold head rest

Your Portal Light will arrive with the seat height at the standard position.  
If you prefer the have the seat lower or higher, simply adjust as follows:
1. Locate angled adjustment block under the seat support, lift seat 

slightly, pull to separate the block from theVelcro®. (Fig. 10)
2. To lower the seat, move the angled adjustment block back towards 

the seat area (thin side of adjustment block). (Fig. 11)
3. To raise the seat, move the angled adjustment block away from the 

seat area (thick side of adjustment block). (Fig. 12)
4. Push block against seat support to re-attach to the Velcro®.

SEAT HEIGHT ADJUSTMENT

11) To lower the seat

12) To raise the seat10) Angle adjustment  
      block

1. To carry your chair with the carry strap, 
First, fold the chair as instructed above. 
Attach the carry strap to the D-Rings on 
the frame of the chair. (Fig. 17)

2. Lift the chair by holding onto one of the 
main frame tubes & place the strap on 
your shoulder. (Fig. 18)

CARRYING YOUR CHAIR WITH STRAP

18) Carry position
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CONTACT INFORMATION:
  Oakworks® Inc.
  923 East Wellspring Road
  New Freedom, PA USA 17349

  Phone: 717.235.6807

  FAX:  717.235.6798

  www.oakworks.com

CLEANING & DISINFECTION
Reference the Recommended Cleaners and Disinfectant 
list (MMINML0008-EN) that came with the product or on our 
website www.oakworks.com under product information.

CAUTIONCAUTION
MAXIMUM WORKING LOAD RATING

300 LBS.  (136 KG)


